
Gotha G. IV Bomber Build Notes 

Stats and supplies 

Wing Span 78 inches 

Wing Area 551 in
2 

CG location 1.5-1.9 inches from leading edge of top wing root 

Recommended motor/propeller EMax 2212 980Kv, 10 x 4.5 SF prop (CW and CCW to cancel torque) 

Recommended ESC 18A 

Recommended Battery 1300 – 2200 3S (Two batteries is recommended) 

Servos X4 9g with many extensions, 2 Y-adapters 

Wheels X4 3 inch 

Paint sticks X5 (4 for wing joining and 1 for landing gear reinforcement) 

Bamboo skewers 18 minimum 

Wire X9 flagged marker rods and 1/8” music wire for wheel axles 

Foam X8 20 x 30 inch sheets of Adams Reddiboard (DTFB) 

 

For a very quick build this model can be constructed using standard Flite Test build methods (hot glue 

and paper-backed foam board). It is recommended, however, that you remove the paper and apply 

0.5oz. fiberglass cloth to each part using water based polyurethane (WBPU). The cloth should be applied 

to the parts individually prior to making any cuts or folds. Remove the paper from both sides and apply 

the cloth one side at a time on a flat surface. Cloth is applied by first applying a coat of WBPU to the 

bare foam and then applying the cloth. Follow-up with additional WBPU on top to smooth out wrinkles 

and fully wet the glass. Excess cloth around the edges can be removed by cutting or lightly sanding with 

200 grit or lower sandpaper. 

Tail surface construction 

Beginning with the vertical stabilizer (V-stab) and rudder, cut the hinge line as indicated on the plans and 

bevel the V-stab. If a printed tissue is to be applied now would be the time to do it. 

The horizontal stabilizer (H-stab) and elevators should be cut and beveled similar to the V-stab, beveling 

the H-stab. The Elevators need to be joined using a bamboo skewer. The skewer should extend at least 1 

inch into each elevator portion. Apply your preferred glue and seat the skewer in place. If using Gorilla 

glue, apply tape over the glue joints within the hinge line to prevent foaming out that would otherwise 

have to be trimmed after drying. Allow the glue to dry with the part on a flat surface to ensure the 

elevators are even. If a printed tissue is to be applied now would be the time to do it. 

Engine nacelle construction 

The motor mounts are installed with the motor attached. Please note that there is a left and right side 

so make sure that your parts are mirrored. First, installation reference lines need to be made. Measure 

from the base of your motor to the back of the propeller adapter. You should reduce this measurement 

by at least 1/4 of an inch to ensure that the propeller adapter will clear the foam safely.  Subtract an 



additional 7/8 of an inch to factor the distance from the edge of the side wall of the nacelle to the front 

of the nacelle. Take this measurement and mark the distance on the interior side wall of the nacelle. 

Using the square on the plans (looks like an “L”) draw a line that is perpendicular from the top of the 

nacelle. Do this for both sides of each nacelle. 

The engine nacelles are straight forward to assemble. Simply remove foam from the perimeter areas 

with score cuts and glue together. Screen door material can be added to the front opening to add a 

more scale effect. Apply it to the back side of the foam and use a little black paint on the foam to blend 

it in. If a printed tissue is to be applied now would be the time to do it. 

The motor is installed using the reference lines initially drawn. Apply glue to the edges of the firewall 

and glue in place with the propeller mount centered in the hole in the rear. If you are using Gorilla glue 

it is advised to use a toothpick to make small holes in the glass where the glue joint will be prior to 

gluing. This will make a stronger joint as the glue will expand into the holes. 

Fuselage construction 

The fuselage can be constructed as two or 3 parts. I recommend 3. If using two then two sheets of foam 

board will be required to be glued together with a butt-joint and cut out. 

The Nose will be assembled first. Score cut and remove the foam from the joint areas. Then score cut 

and crease the areas that form the tip of the nose. The nose is assembled in box form first. The long 

segment is the top. Apply glue to the joints and fold the sections up at a right angle next to the top 

portion and ensure the right angle with the square or triangle tools in the plans. Glue and fold down the 

bottom. The nose tip is creased already so you can apply glue to the joints and use tape to hold them 

together until dry. 

The mid-fuselage is a simple box assembled in a similar way as the first part of the nose.  

For the aft of the fuselage cut the part out leaving about 3/16 of an inch extra on the front part. Score 

cut and remove foam from the joints. The 3/16 extra is also part of this. This will provide an overlap 

when the two large pieces of the fuselage are joined. Again, in box form assemble the part similar to the 

other two parts done previously. Ensure that the aft end of the pocket for the H-stab is loose to slide in 

later.  

Assemble the aft and mid sections of the fuselage with glue and tape down the overlapping seam to 

ensure a tight fit while gluing. The nose is connected with the single overlapping tab that goes at the top 

of the fuselage. On the interior of the nose apply a little tape to keep the nose closed. This is temporary. 

If a printed tissue is to be applied now would be the time to do it. 

For the nose, remove the temporary tape and apply Velcro to the bottom panel of the part. With the 

nose closed and to the outside of this joint on the sides, apply a portion of clear packing tape and 

remove any excess. Cut the joint apart. A piece of tape can now be applied with a folded over tab to 

keep the nose closed for flight.  



Install your servos to the sides using your preferred methods. Using the part template, dry fit the 

fuselage cabane struts ensuring the holes are in the correct location. Glue the tail skid support to the 

bottom of the fuselage just aft of the hole as indicated on the plans. Insert a skewer approximately ½ 

inch into the hole and glue in place to the support. Cut the skewer approximately one inch away from 

the skid support. 

Wing construction 

The wing panels are assembled in typical FT fashion with score cuts and beveled edges. The inner wings 

are first assembled. The top and bottom wings are slightly different. The dihedral gauge is to be used 

when gluing the wing halves together. Do not use it for the full-length of the wing. The center joint can 

be done before or after covering with tissue or painting. Before has the benefit of not having potential 

glue issues. After has the ease of covering or painting smaller parts.  

The box spar is assembled with the sides folded beside the bottom (“B” fold style). These are also in a 

left and right form so make sure you have 4 spars and that you make two mirrored sets. Once the inner 

wing panels are made you can use a knife to cut off the portion of the spar protruding to assemble the 

outer wing panels. 

The outer wing panels are also fairly straight forward with exception of an overlap tab. This tab gets 

glued to the top side of the aileron. Assemble the wing panels before score cutting and beveling the 

aileron. Ensure that you have applied short paint stick pieces to the inside portion of the wing to support 

the landing gear on the bottom wing panels. Mark the midpoint of your 4 intact remaining paint sticks. 

Apply glue to the tip of each one and insert them into the spar pocket of the outer panels. Insert them 

to the midpoint previously marked. Once the glue is dry you can join the inner and outer wing panels. 

The paint sticks do not get glue here.  

If a printed tissue is to be applied now would be the time to do it. Apply the tissue with the wings joined 

and cut the joint apart when completed leaving the paint stick intact. 

Empennage assembly 

Apply glue to the seat in the fuselage for the H-stab. Insert the H-stab while aligning the holes in the top 

of the fuselage and the H-stab that the V-stab will go into. Check your fit to make sure you are square 

between the side of the fuselage and the H-stab.  

Glue in the V-stab to the hole and top of the fuselage ensuring that it is square. 

Engine nacelle assembly 

Extensions should first be run for the aileron servos and the throttle for each motor. Aileron extensions 

run from the center hole to the edge of the wing. Throttle extensions run from the center hole to the 

hole at the nacelle position. The ESCs should be inside each nacelle and will not be able to be accessed 

after gluing. Ensure that you have counter-rotating motors prior to gluing unless you have an ESC 

programmer that you can easily reverse the direction later. The propellers spinning in opposite 



directions will cancel any torque. Also, be sure to remove the RED wire from ONE of the ESCs prior to 

plugging them into a “Y” extension. 

Using the reference lines from the plans, glue the engine nacelles to the bottom wing. If using Gorilla 

glue, perforate the joint with a toothpick prior to applying glue. The nacelles should sit flush with the 

trailing edge of the wing at the rear and the notches at the bottom of the nacelles at the front should sit 

flush with the leading edge.  There is a left and right here so make sure you pay attention. 

Landing gear assembly 

The landing gear is to be bent per the diagrams on the plans. Open white boxes represent bends in the 

wire. I used wire lawn flags available at the Home Depot. Once all 4 pieces have been bent to shape, 

open up the score cuts in the bottom wing to accept the two halves with the outer piece in front of the 

other. This is important to achieve a toe-in for the wheels to improve tracking on the ground. Apply glue 

to the score cut and permanently affix the gear halves. Depending on the width of your wheels, cut a 

section of 1/8” music wire as the axle to account for the width of the landing gear and the two wheels. 

Use thin copper wire to hold the axle to the narrow bend of the landing gear snugly. Solder the joints 

using plenty of flux to help the solder flow. You will need a high-power iron or butane/propane torch to 

do this. Mechanical solder is recommended over electrical solder for a stronger joint. Use some 

aluminum foil on the wing beneath the soldering area to prevent flux or melted solder from ruining your 

finish. Cleanup can be done with some ketchup and an old toothbrush. Put on the wheels and secure 

using collets (preferred) or drops of hot glue. 

Bottom wing and fuselage assembly 

From the center point on the top of the bottom wing measure half the width of the fuselage and make a 

reference line with a pencil. Do this for both halves of the wing. If you are using Gorilla glue perforate 

the glass inside the reference lines to allow the glue to expand and make a stronger joint. Apply glue to 

the wing saddle in the fuselage and carefully place the wing into the saddle. Apply temporary tape to 

make sure the wing stays straight while the glue cures. Be careful to make sure your extensions are able 

to be reached to plug them into your Rx. 

Top wing installation 

Install the 4 fuselage cabane struts with glue using a square to ensure that they are perpendicular with 

the top of the fuselage. Do not affix the top wing until these are completely dry. Prepare the top wing by 

using the plans to pre-poke holes in the reference locations of the bottom of the top wing. The struts 

should go through the bottom and top layers of foam but not through the top skin of the wing. Prepare 

the Nacelle cabane struts as was done previously for the fuselage. Apply glue to the tip of the fuselage 

cabane struts and set the wing on top of them. Apply a small amount of weight (like a battery) to make 

sure the wing is firmly on. Allow to dry completely. With glue on both ends of the nacelle cabane struts, 

install each by pushing them into the nacelle first and then back up into the wing. Do this for all 8 struts 

and allow them to dry completely. 



Outer wing panel assembly 

Install servos in the bottom outer wing panels using your preferred method. The servos should butt up 

against the spar and be connected to a servo extension. Install the servo horn and control rod. Prepare 

the interplane struts similarly to how the cabane struts were done previously. Glue the interplane struts 

into the top of the bottom wing using a square to make sure they are perpendicular to the wing and 

allow the glue to dry completely. Install the bottom wing by sliding the paint stick into the inner wing 

panel and make sure the two panels are flush by pushing the servo extensions together and out of the 

way. 

Prepare the top wings to accept the interplane struts similar to the technique done previously. Install 

the top outer wings to their inner counterparts being careful not to scratch your finished surface. Lifting 

slightly, glue the struts closest to the fuselage and put them in the upper wing. Repeat this technique 

working outward to the tips of the wings. Allow the glue to dry completely. 

Using small strips of plastic milk carton, connect the top and bottom ailerons using a piece of metal rod 

from a yard flag. You can put a “V” bend in the middle to adjust the distance between the two ailerons 

and use a “Z” bend at each end. Each end of the rod should have a piece of plastic on it. Make a small 

cut in the upper aileron about in the middle of it. Glue one end of the rod’s plastic into the cut and do 

the same for the plastic piece at the bottom. This should be done with the connecting rod installed into 

the plastic pieces. Once dry, ensure your servo is centered and make the ailerons even with the trailing 

edge of the wing by adjusting the servo control rod for the bottom aileron first, then the “V” bend in the 

connecting rod for the top aileron. 

Finishing touches 

Install your elevator and rudder control rods with their respective control horns. I used metal rods from 

yard markers. I used small cable ties (zip ties) as guides for the rods that were glued into the foam. You 

will want full deflections on your tail surfaces and I used the center holes on my servo and control horns.  

Install your Rx and with propellers off plug in the battery to the motor that is powering the receiver first. 

Then plug in the other battery. Ensure you have proper direction of control surfaces and that your 

motors are spinning opposite directions. Power down the aircraft and install your CW and CCW 

propellers. Power on and check that the propellers are pushing air and not pulling. Power down when 

you are done. 

Install your batteries in the nose using Velcro and close the nose. Using the reference targets on the 

plans, check the CG. It is CRITICAL that the CG be correct for this airplane. I had to use about 4oz. of lead 

in front of the batteries to balance my plane out. I used 2oz lead fishing weights with aluminum ducting 

tape in the very front part of the nose. 

 

Flying instructions 



WWI aircraft are typically short-nose coupled. For flying this does make aircraft very stable but can 

make things more tricky on the ground.  

For takeoff, apply full elevator, apply a little throttle just to get the propellers spinning, and apply full 

throttle quickly. As you observe the airplane start to leave the ground, ease back on the elevator. The 

Gotha does track quite well from the propellers spinning in opposite directions and the toe-in on the 

main landing gear. This all does happen quite quickly so be prepared for a recovery. Wind will blow the 

tail quite easily so a cross-wind is not recommended for your first flight. The Gotha should start to come 

off of a grass airstrip in about 10-15 feet. This is not a bank and yank style airplane so be prepared to use 

the rudder for your turns to test the flight characteristics. 

Once in the air, gradually climb to a safe altitude to apply any needed trim. Your reward here is that if 

you have very little trim you have built a very straight airplane.  

Taking the Gotha a bit higher, do a power-off glide test to get a feel for the sink of the airplane. With all 

the drag of the struts and wing area, you will find that it does not glide that well.  

Climb back up and perform a power-off stall to observe the stall characteristics. As you enter the stall 

you will find that it begins to mush and will then later enter a tip stall. This is intentional. The mush is a 

warning that you are about to tip stall. Recover from any tip stall with power and slowly easing back on 

the elevator while making the wings level.  

This airplane is intended for those interested in becoming familiar with WWI aircraft. Scale flying is done 

with very little bank and mostly using the rudder to turn the airplane and keeping the wings fairly level. 

WWI aircraft also fly quite slow so making a balance in airspeed and turn coordination will provide a 

realistic flight experience.  

Landings are all sorts of fun with WWI models. It is again that balance of airspeed and flying the wing. 

You should never perform a power-off landing. Landing approaches should be long gradually reducing 

throttle to the points where the airplane starts to sink slightly. Then begin to apply the elevator to 

increase drag and the airplane will sink more. Try not to reduce throttle at this point but allow the plane 

gently touch down. As the airplane gets to the ground you are not done! Continue to apply more 

elevator as the airplane rolls and then slowly reduce the throttle. When done correctly your nose will 

never touch the ground or flip. The throttle remaining higher on landings is critical to ensure there is 

control over the tail surfaces. Any lateral directional changes should be done with the rudder. 

For taxiing, directional control is still through the rudder, however you will find that small blips of the 

throttle combined with pushing the elevator down will help with your turns. Up elevator will dig the tail 

skid into the ground more and make things more difficult. Taxiing is another skill on this aircraft that will 

be a challenge to learn. The overall design of the Gotha has been modified with the main wheels being 

slightly more forward of the CG than the original design to make taxiing easier but is still something 

different from aircraft after this era of aviation. 


